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Remarkably well-organised - The colourful Wiha ErgoStar 

 
The new Wiha L-keys in a nine-piece set unite several practical benefits in a single element 

thanks to the colour-coded product design and practical ball end shape.  Storage in the 

ErgoStar holder also ensures simple handling and organisation for professionals in their 

daily work. 

Users are highly familiar with all too common problems such as dropping, forgetting or losing L-

keys while using them on equipment and machines. Wiha now offers the solution with safe 

storage and a highly visible, colourful appearance. Users can avoid unnecessary delays affecting 

the entire production process or worse: consequential damage to equipment and machines due 

to such oversights and mistakes. Thanks to the UV paint, L-keys are quick and easy to find even 

in the dark or in poor lighting conditions when users shine a suitable light, such as the Wiha torch, 

on them.  

The innovative ball end also helps to increase efficiency, making it easier to access screws and 

allowing users to work at angles down to 25°.  

There's yet another advantage in terms of handling and saving time: practical storage in the 

ErgoStar holder. It's also extremely easy to remove or insert L-keys in the holder. Users simply 

need to twist any L-key in the holder to activate a floating mechanism which turns all keys to the 

side at the same time and conveniently offers the required key. Suitable clamping makes sure 

keys cannot fall out regardless of whether the holder is open or closed. 

Wiha thus adds true colour to your life and toolbox, not only saving users from hassles but also a 

great deal of time thanks to its high visibility and findability. www.wiha.com 
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Image caption 
Colour-coded L-keys marked with UV paint 
are easy to select and find, even in dark 
environments. 
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Image caption 
Just one twist and all keys are presented. 
Easy to remove and return keys with the 
ErgoStar holder. 
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Image caption  
Hard to forget and lose: Wiha L-keys are 
highly conspicuous and make work easier. 
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Image caption  
The UV-coated L-keys are very easy to find, 
even in dark spaces and surroundings with 
the Wiha torch. 
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You will find high-definition image material in the Wiha newsroom 

http://lp.wiha.com/en/newsroom/  under the corresponding press release. You are also 

welcome to contact us directly for image files. 

 

 

About Wiha 

Wiha is one of the leading manufacturers in the world for hand tools for professional use in trade 

and industry. Founded as a small family firm over 75 years ago, today, Wiha is a globally active 

company, still owner-operated by the Hahn family. We'd like to make daily life much easier for 

you with a product assortment of innovative hand tool solutions geared towards user needs which 

increase efficiency, reduce costs and preserve health. This is our priority. This is why Wiha 

develops, designs and manufactures products that meet the strictest requirements for quality, 

functionality, durability and ergonomic design. They provide a comprehensive range of tool 

concepts and sets, screwdrivers, torque tools, multitools, L-keys, bits, pliers, soft-faced hammers 

and much more. Special professional VDE hand tool solutions optimise and extend our range, 

based on the Wiha segment philosophy focused on need and demand. A host of design awards 

underline the setting of standards in terms of functionality, design and quality. In 2016, Wiha 

received the honoured distinction of being included among the top 100 most innovative 

companies among medium-sized enterprises in Germany. The company was also distinguished 

with the Manufacturing Excellence Award (MX Award) as the best SME in Germany back in 2014. 

A contemporary approach to HR management combined with a deeply rooted, open and fair 

corporate culture helped Wiha to gain Schwarzwald-Baar-Heuberg CCI's "Attractive Employer in 

Bronze" seal in 2016. 

 

Contact person: 

 

Wiha Werkzeuge GmbH 

Obertalstrasse 3 – 7 

78136 Schonach 
Germany 

 

Anne Jakubowski 

Tel.: +49 7722 959 209 

Mobile: +49 151 163 414 94 

Email: anne.jakubowski@wiha.com 

Website: www.wiha.com 

 

 

You can find more about Wiha at  

www.wiha.com  

Directly from the Press Centre 

https://www.wiha.com/en/press-centre/ 

Or from our social media channels 
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